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My continual research has found a huge and scary number of different entities who are 
not only stealing water but also using it for illegal uses such as growing drugs, espe-
cially marijuana! I have found that there are very large marijuana farms within the   
area of northern California where our Redwood trees grow which are starving our 
trees of their water.  There is so much more “taking” of water by thieves and crimi-
nals.   
 
Once again Gilbert Garcia has found more information of which we should all be not 
only aware, but also get aboard whatever action(s)  this water mess takes to get rid of 
all the political, government, foreign, criminal, thievery and anything more that has 
corrupted the understanding laws that water belongs to the people and we will not tol-
erate any of the above, listed entities interfering.   
 
The following article brings to our attention the many entities that are stealing our wa-
ter for personal gain, to say nothing of the fact it is also a criminal act. 
 

Originally Appeared in Cal Matters 
calmatters.org/environment/2021/07 

By Julie Cart July 20,  2021   
 

Thieves are stealing California’s scarce water. Where’s it going? 
Illegal marijuana farms 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thieves break into water stations that provide water to California's rural residents, like this 
one in Lancaster, located in Los Angeles County's Antelope Valley. Photo by Pablo Unzueta 



One day last spring, water pressure in pipelines suddenly crashed In the Antelope Valley, setting off alarms. Demand 
had inexplicably spiked, swelling to three and half times normal. Water mains broke open, and storage tanks were drawn 
down to dangerous levels.  
 
The emergency was so dire in the water-stressed desert area of Hi Vista, between Los Angeles and Mojave, that county 
health officials considered ordering residents to boil their tap water before drinking it.  “We said, ‘Holy cow, what’s 
happening?’” said Anish Saraiya, public works deputy for Los Angeles County Supervisor Kathryn Barger.  
 
It took a while for officials to figure out where all that water was going: Water thieves — likely working for illicit mari-
juana operations — had pulled water from remote filling stations and tapped into fire hydrants, improperly shutting off 
valves and triggering a chain reaction that threatened the water supply of nearly 300 homes. 
 
As drought grips most of California, water thievery across the state has increased to record levels. Bandits in water 
trucks are backing up to rivers and lakes and pumping free water they sell on a burgeoning black market. Others, under 
cover of darkness, plug into city hydrants and top up. Thieves also steal water from homes, farms and private wells, and 
some even created an elaborate system of dams, reservoirs and pipelines during the last drought. Others are MacGyver-
ing break-ins directly into pressurized water mains, a dangerous and destructive approach known as hot-tapping.  
 
In Mendocino County, the thefts from rivers and streams are compromising already depleted Russian River waterways. 
In one water district there, thefts from hydrants could compromise a limited water supply for fighting fires, which is why 
they have put locks on hydrants. 
 

“Any way that you can imagine that somebody is going to grab water, they’re 
doing it,” said Mendocino County Sheriff Matt Kendall.  

“For goodness sakes, everybody knows what is going on.” 
  
It’s as predictable as a dreary economics lesson: When a commodity becomes scarce and demand soars, it’s worth steal-
ing.  
 
Officials say water thefts are increasing at about the same rate as the decline in California’s water supplies. Complaints 
have risen sharply this year, mirroring the drought’s inexorable advance. 
 
Halfway through this year, 125 Californians have reported thefts to state authorities, more than twice as many as a dec-
ade ago. Those numbers don’t capture calls to local officials or small water districts that shoulder the bulk of enforce-
ment responsibility.  
 
The water thefts not only strain police agencies but also damage valuable equipment. In the Antelope Valley, water main 
breaks, which can cost $10,000 each to repair, had been averaging about two a year. In the past year, there have been a 
dozen, Saraiya said. 
 
Water users are now proactively protecting their supplies. Many fire hydrants are being locked or removed altogether. 
Water tank owners have installed security cameras. In rural areas, residents who have no access to municipal water sys-
tems and rely on key-activated water stations are finding their critical lifelines are shut down because of incessant tam-
pering. A robust black market for the keys has popped up, and now most stations operate only during daylight hours. 
 
In the Antelope Valley city of Lancaster, impound yards are hosting growing collections of confiscated water trucks. In 
one area, fire authorities removed 100 of the area’s 176 hydrants deemed not essential to public safety. Remaining hy-
drants were fitted with locks. 
 
No cache of water is safe. During the last major drought, businesses, schools and even a fire station were victims of wa-
ter theft. In 2014, thieves pumped water from storage tanks belonging to the North San Juan Fire Protection District in 
Nevada County, in the mountains northeast of Sacramento. 
 
“I came to the station one morning and there was a big wet spot,” said Boyd Johnson, the district’s former battalion 
chief. He said the water was taken for several weeks until they locked the system. “We share that water with CalFire, 
and, obviously, water was critical to firefighting.”   
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California’s water and weed! 
 

The most-common culprit of water theft: illegal pot farms. While farmers, ranchers and licensed marijuana growers 
scramble to obtain water through legal channels, clandestine operations are stealing it or purchasing it from illicit trucks. 
 
In the Sierra Nevada, as many as 4,000 illegal grow sites are operating in Nevada County, according to county estimates. 
In the Antelope Valley, illegal grows have doubled from 200 last year to 400 today, according to county data, while oth-
er estimates put the number in the thousands.  
 
While the vast desert affords a degree of privacy to pot operations, it lacks a critical component to growing things: water. 
One cannabis farmer near Lancaster bought a house simply to run a garden hose across the desert to his illegal grow site. 
Officials shut off the line, but the ever-resourceful thieves tapped into another underground line and kept watering their 
plants. 
 
Marijuana is not a particularly thirsty crop — using about 
the same amount of water as a tomato plant — but the 
drought’s severity means that even a modest water diversion 
can have impacts. 
 
“Most Californians would be shocked and disappointed at 
the amount of water these unlicensed, illegal grows are us-
ing, especially as California suffers from a drought,” Curt 
Fallin, a federal Drug Enforcement Agency agent, said dur-
ing a recent news conference. “By our calculation, the ille-
gal grows in Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino 
counties require an astounding 5.4 million gallons of water a 
day, every day.” 
 
That’s enough water for 72,000 people, almost half the pop-
ulation of Lancaster, which is so water-short that the city 
imposed temporary restrictions on lawn sprinklers last 
month. 
 

In far northern, mountainous Siskiyou County — which is facing ex-
treme drought conditions this year —  sheriffs estimated that during 
the last drought, illegal pot sites consumed two million gallons of wa-
ter a day. That would supply three-quarters of the county’s residents 
today.  
 
With climate change driving longer and more severe droughts around 
the globe, researchers last year estimated that as much as half the 
world’s water supply is being stolen every year, citing statistics gath-
ered by the United Nations and Interpol in Europe.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Whack-a-mole in the Mojave! 
On a recent hot July day, Charles Bostwick, an assistant field deputy for county Supervisor Barger, piloted his Jeep down 
mile after mile of dusty roads in the Antelope Valley, past dozens of cannabis grow sites. 
 
Stark white “hoop houses” rise from the flat desert floor. When lit at night, the compounds cast an eerie glow. Operators 
make little effort to hide the sites, which are littered with trash baking in the Mojave Desert sun and guarded by armed 
men. Scattered along the road to one site was a porcelain toilet, plastic chairs and a coiled garden hose. Bulldozed Joshua 

A recently raided marijuana farm in the desert 
near Lancaster is littered with debris. The illegal 

operations are straining water supplies  
in California’s Antelope Valley.  

 
Photo by Pablo Unzueta for CalMatters  

Officials say some illegal marijuana cultivation sites in Cali-
fornia are expansive, like this one in San Bernardino County.  

 
Photo courtesy of San Bernardino County  

Sheriff’s Department  
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trees lay in haphazard piles. The fender of a rusting truck was spray painted “out” and next 
to it was another one with “keep” scrawled on the side. 
 
Bostwick drove up to a grow that was recently raided and razed in a multi-agency bust. The 
thieves were nothing if not industrious: Not only had another marijuana compound sprouted 
across the rutted road, complete with a water tank and a large RV, but the just-destroyed site 
was in the midst of rapid rebuilding. 
 
“We bust them and they move somewhere else and begin again,” Bostwick said. “It’s a non-
stop game of whack-a-mole.” 
 
He said drought is accelerating water theft in the already water-stressed region.  
 
“We have no water to spare and our farmers are making do with less,” Bostwick said. “We 
never had water thefts here (in the Antelope Valley) two years ago. A homeless guy climb-
ing over the fence of a trailer park and filling his five-gallon jug in the laundry room — that 
was our water theft.” 
 
Law enforcement officials around the state are employing satellite imagery and drones in high-tech stakeouts to track 
water diversions. But the thieves are brazen, no longer confining themselves to nighttime water raids. Los Angeles 
County supervisors have allocated more than $250,000 for enhanced sheriff’s patrols, hunting for water trucks.  
 
But, again, the thieves are a step ahead. When it became clear that law enforcement was on the lookout for suspicious 
water tankers, thieves shifted to putting 275-gallon water cubes in the back of their pickups or on trailers. More recently, 
they have taken to renting U-Haul vans to hide their cargo. Any conveyance with space to carry is put to work: Bostwick 
said someone in the area is driving around an old fire truck, and another guy is using what appears to be a converted air-
line fuel tanker. 
 
The jerry-rigged water haulers are dangerous and road accidents are common, Bostwick said. A cube containing 275 gal-
lons of water weighs a ton. Lashing such a heavy and easy-to-shift cargo on trucks can cause it to tip over. In May, the 
driver of a pickup truck hauling a water cube died after he lost control on a two-lane road near Lancaster and ran head-on 
into a semi tractor-trailer. 

 
Everyone seems to be in the water business. Jose Huerta set up shop 
from his pickup at a remote desert crossroads, selling empty 55-gallon 
water drums for $55 and water cubes — stout plastic containers sur-
rounded by a metal cage — for $100. Business is brisk, he said, add-
ing that he doesn’t ask what his customers do with the containers. 
“Everyone needs water,” he said. 
 
Some take a more direct approach. Locals in the Antelope Valley re-
port high-pressure tactics to sell land for the wells or water rights.  
 
Gailen Kyle grows alfalfa in the arid desert on a farm he works with 
his wife, Julie. Their home is surrounded by illicit pot operations, 
which he finds both frightening and frustrating. He’s had intimidating 

characters come to his door pressuring him to sell out, he said, and other farmers are already reporting that illegal over-
pumping is lowering production in their wells. 
 
I have zero water, all we have is wells,” said Kyle, whose water allocation has been reduced by 50% this year. “They cut 
my water and these marijuana grows are operating on stolen water. They are getting water from all over and watering 
hundreds of acres. This is anarchy.” 
 
For those without wells, the problem is more acute. In Lancaster, at a water district parking lot, a water station that sup-
plies residents was in disarray. Scraped and gouged, an armored door appeared to have been opened with a screwdriver 
rather than a key. A fire hose lay uncoiled on the asphalt, damp and limp.  The water station had been targeted by thieves 
so often that authorities shut it down. Its digital readout blinked: “Port has been disabled by host.” 
 
The water station had been targeted by thieves so often that authorities shut it down. Its digital readout blinked: “Port has 
been disabled by host.” 

 Charles Bostwick, a field 
representative for LA County 
 Supervisor Kathryn Barger  

Photo by Pablo Unzueta for 
CalMatters  



Lax penalties and intimidation 
 

The increase in water theft has exposed not only the vulnerabilities in the state systems to secure water, but also the 
complications of enforcing laws with penalties that no longer reflect the seriousness of the crime. 

Authorities in California say they are working with limited tools to understand and combat the problem. In 2018 Cali-
fornia law legalized recreational marijuana use by adults, and reduced penalties for cultivation of large quantities of 
pot from a felony to a misdemeanor. So law enforcement officials say it’s difficult to prosecute water theft for illegal 
grows because judges are circumspect about issuing search warrants for a low-level crime.  

“I don’t mean to be rude, but the state is taking the word ‘criminal’ out of the dictionary,” said Marina West, general 
manager of the Bighorn-Desert View Water Agency, which serves about 2,000 customers north of Palm Springs. 

“We’re here to provide water to this community, we’re not here to provide cheap water to an illegal business that’s 
making millions of dollars.”  

Another impediment to more robust reporting and enforcement: intimidation. According to Kyle, the Antelope Valley 
farmer, one of his neighbors was shown a photograph of a bullet-riddled truck and warned by an alleged cartel mem-
ber that it could be her fate if she made official complaints about the illegal cannabis sites. Growers monitor and rou-
tinely photograph anyone coming near their operations.  

Two managers of Southern California water agencies backed out of 
interviews with CalMatters, saying they were afraid that going pub-
lic with information about water theft would put their employees at 
risk. 
 
The state Water Resources Board, which has a modest cadre of 80 
investigators who track water diversion and theft from California’s 
rivers and streams, cannot begin to keep up with the epidemic of 
stolen water. Nor is the agency’s $1,000 a day fine for water theft 
proving to be an effective deterrent to offset the rewards for a multi-
billion dollar criminal industry. 
 
After the last drought, in 2018, state officers found nearly 1,000 water rights violations and imposed more than $1 
million in fines. Last year, inspection work was severely curtailed because of the pandemic. 
 
“What we are recognizing is that water scarcity is the new norm. It’s offensive to see water go to support this illegal 
industry when legal industries are struggling for water,” said Yvonne West, the water board’s director of enforce-
ment.   West’s department keeps an eye on 5,000 legal marijuana cultivators, but an estimated 25,000 are operating 
illegally “outside the program.” The imbalance keeps state enforcement efforts on a constant back foot. 
 
“The numbers speak for themselves,” she said. 
 

“We’re here to provide water to this community, we’re not here to 
 provide cheap water to an illegal business that’s making millions of 

dollars.” 
Marina West, Bighorn-Desert View Water Agency  

 
Local authorities are seeking more control. Last week, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, fed up with wa-
ter theft and their lack of authority to address it, passed a resolution to petition state legislators to give them power to 
prosecute water theft, especially during severe droughts. Other counties are either considering similar actions or, like 
Siskiyou, have already called on Sacramento for help. 
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A field fallowed due to drought conditions in  
Lancaster is across a road from an alfalfa field.  

Photo by Pablo Unzueta for CalMatters  
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“As the state enters another potential drought emergency, we need to ensure that this new activity does not further exac-
erbate water scarcity,” said Barger, who co-authored the Los Angeles County resolution. 

A model from Down Under 
 
As California officials lament the lack of legal teeth to prosecute water thieves, they can find an enforcement model in 
Australia, the planet’s driest inhabited continent. 
 
Illegally siphoning of the Murray and Darling rivers, which irrigate crops and livestock in Australia’s agricultural heart-
land, was until a few years ago common — and commonly overlooked. Fruit, grain and cotton growers operated massive 
pumps at will, often pulling out many times more water than legally permitted and drawing down the river during 
droughts. 
 
The powerful growers stole water “with no fear of sanction,” said Grant Barnes, chief regulatory officer for the New 
South Wales’ natural resources department. “There were more parking wardens in a town in New South Wales than regu-
lators in the entire state.” 
 
Barnes estimated that tens of billions of dollars worth of water was being stolen. But Australian authorities had little un-
derstanding of the volumes pumped illegally because farmers often removed or tampered with meters. “You can’t man-
age what you don’t measure,” Barnes said. 
 
That changed in 2018 when the new agency led by Barnes clamped down with a large enforcement team backed by fines 
and the threat of revocation of water licenses. In their three years on the beat,  the new water cops — about 100 inspec-
tors and other staffers — have prosecuted 31 cases, compared to 8 in the previous 17 years. 
 
Farmers were told “no meter, no pump.” An accurate meter connected to the state system was mandatory before water 
could be pumped out of rivers. 
 
The New South Wales team employs satellite images, drones, remote-controlled watercraft and software that compares 
what’s growing on farms with their legal water allocation. 
 
“To steal water, to make it economically viable, you have to take vast volumes and you have to store it. By virtue of that 
storage you make yourself open to satellite technology,” Barnes said. “Now you can’t hide it.” 

CalMatters’ Rachel Becker contributed to this report. 

 
The Three Volumes of “Our Plan” 

Submitted by the Private Property Well Owners and Residents of The Indian Wells Valley 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This plan was sent to President Trump in September of 2018.  It also went to Rep. Kevin McCarthy and the Secretary of 
the Department of Interior.  President Trump directed the Department of Interior to address this issue.   
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The reason the following  pages are repeated here is  
because more and more residents of not only our Indian Wells Valley and 
the state of California are new readers for each new issue, but also resi-

dents of other states have come aboard our readers’ list. 
 

So please just bear with the repeated pages and understand we have new 
readers continually joining us. 

 
Also, please feel free to share this Newsletter with all you know who are 

not only impacted by this government intrusion but also those who have a 
vote on anything that touches our overall water rights! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:   Our website updated as of July, 2021...except for Newsletter 2020No.21.  The right 

newsletter uploads but the description is incorrect and should read : 
 

Local IWV Pistachio  Rancher Takes on 
  IWVGA and SGMA. 

 
https://www.sdarabians.com/CAWaterGovernmentInterference.html 
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By:  Lorry Wagner 
Editor 

Okay, folks.  Where do you think our so-called "drought problem" comes from?  What do you think has 
"caused" this problem.  The answer is very simple...it's two-fold!  Fold 1 is Mother Nature doing her thing as 
she has done for millions of year!  Fold 2 is 1)"government ignorant interference in order to suck up $'s into 
their coffers via permitting ending in property taxes coupled with 2) Real Estate huge expansion of building in 
large areas that cannot provide their own water so they "take" it from other areas thus basically stealing water 
from folks, businesses, farms and ranches that actually own that water; YES, stealing it".  Add to that the 
“pot” growers take as described on the first pages. 
 
There's much more detail for which there is no room here, but it is a fact that ONLY our legal voters can stop 
this all the way from local areas to county, to state and all the way up to Federal.  We here in the Indian Wells 
Valley, California, located on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range...when we realized that 
the LA Department of Water and Power in bed with the State of California that created SGMA (illegal mess) 
had been turned loose (again, illegally) to take full control of any water areas they could grab (illegally) and 
suck $'s for water into their pockets to say nothing of CONTROL OVER ALL THE PEOPLE...grabbed the bit 
in our teeth and did the research, found the correct path at the correct government level, put the plan together 
that will stop all this  "takeover the people" by government combined with Real Estate promoting disastrous 
expansion, the  results of which have devastated our US Constitutional freedom to live our lives and live on 
our own property which has its own water or a developed city/town/etc., which also has its own water  across 
Southern California like LADWP.  Yes, all that "politically created" agenda can be thrown out and corrected 
including all the water being stolen by those illegal pot growners, etc. 
 
Remember one thing, folks.  WATER SHOULD NEVER BE SOLD...PERIOD!  Water is the number one, 
primary requirement for life for nearly every living man, animal, aquatic, etc., etc., on earth.  The ONLY 
charge for bringing water to "we the people" must be  limited to the cost of pumping that water, the pipelines 
moving the water to the destination which that surface or aquifer serves and maintenance of same...NEVER 
FOR THE WATER, itself.   
 
And...CERTAINLY...never for government entities spending $'s to mess around with our water with their UN
-knowledgeable stupidity and without our permission to spend those $'s.  We registered voters passed laws in 
1978…”California Proposition 13”addressing cap on raising property taxes and “California Proposition 4” in 
1979...which clearly state that if California passes anything that carries expenditures down to counties, cities 
and/or individuals California must pay for those expenses.  Any “additions” added by CA state attorneys, etc., 
are not approved by we, the voting citizens.  As we all know, the State of California tries to obfuscate their 
responsibilities mandated by the voting citizens with “sneaked-in” language usually incorporated in “other” 
propositions, etc.  NO!  IWVGA/SGMA/CA GOVERNMENT...we will not put up with that!  You, California 
Government,  pay all the bills generated by the IWVGA/SGMA/State of California as we, the voting citizens 
ordered you to do so in 1978!  Plus, STOP the illegal pot growers from stealing our water! 
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 Our Class-Action, Lawsuit Update! 
 
We continue to prepare for the “invasion of our property and water rights” by the IWVGA/SGMA/STATE OF CAL-
IFORNIA political attempt to take our water rights...actually our water, period...away from us so they can charge the 
California residents for any water they use, even from their own  privately drilled wells, pumps, water lines, pressure 
pumps and holding tanks, etc., and paid for all of these items required to bring a drink of water to the kitchen faucets 
the property owners. 
 
We bring the following forth from our past newsletters to keep our path clear in the minds of all our IWV residents!  
Another part of this action would be that it is not only the Indian Well Valley area fighting this battle, but also all the 
other many SGMA-designated areas of California that have already suffered great damage by government sticking 
their noses into the lives of many residents and businesses within our state and which has done huge amounts of 
damage or just flat destroyed their livelihoods.   
 
This is to inform all that we now have a very impressive list of legal entities who are very active in the areas of Class 
Action lawsuits.   
 
To be prepared in advance has always served the endangered party far better and faster then waiting until the ham-
mer has dropped. 
 
 
 

The Invitation to “Join In” the Discussions within this 
Newsletter Is Always Open! 

 
All contact information appears on the last page of our Newsletters.  Please feel free to join in with any information, 
thoughts and/or suggestions you may have to share or contribute your own article/information for our next issue.  
For instance, the picture below is of the Cadiz area of which LA is trying to take over control of that water in addi-
tion to private parties also trying to extract and remove water from here to sell for personal profit!  Political/personal 
moves like this that go unchallenged are what create the  damage to the area’s residential population within such are-
as as Owens Lake and the removal of much of our natural water flow to refill our own IWV aquifers by LA’s diver-
sion of up to 460,000 acre feet per year of water into their own two LA aqueducts.  We can never let down our 
guard...or WE LOSE!   
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HOW MUCH OF OUR WATER DOES LA TAKE? 
Overview Breakdown by Year of Water Diverted to 

Los Angeles’ Two Aqueducts 
for the 

Owens Valley/LADWP Contracts 2009 through Current Year 
(just added...2021) 

Year 
 

2021 
 

2020 
 

2019 
 

2018 
 

2017 
 

2016 
 

2015 
 

2014 
 

2013 
 

2012 
 

2011 
 

2010 
 

2009 
 

2008 
 

2007 
 

2006 
 

2005 

Acre-Feet Pumped/Year Into LA’s Two Aqueducts 
 

78,980 acre feet  
 

168,000 acre feet...Revised 93,000 acre feet 
 

374,000 acre feet 
 

248,000 acre feet 
 

460,200 acre feet 
 

114,000 acre feet 
 

42,400 acre feet 
 

85,510 estimated acre feet 
 

140,500 acre feet 
 

101,900 acre feet 
 

91,000 acre feet 
 

86,000 acre feet 
 

66,800 acre feet   
 

73,706 acre feet*  (see bottom of page) 
 

73,706 acre feet* (see bottom of page) 
 

151,000 acre feet 
 

90,000 acre feet 

*Pending LA vs. Owens Valley Lawsuit Final Result 
 Requires LA reinstate water flow to Owens Lake. 

LA is currently now breaking this legal requirement and 
Owens Lake is drying up again! 

This Page Updated in July 22, 2021 

Remember, folks, our IWV is using approximately 30,000 acre feet per year at this present time.  Shut 
down LA’s two aqueducts take and...after that water replenishes all it has raped to date...our IWV 

aquifer will fill up again! 
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We must stop the LADWP from “taking” water from Mono, Owens and Kern Counties.  This di-
rectly impacts our water levels in Indian Wells which also services Searles Valleys! 

It’s time for LA to install desalination plants and abandon the LA aqueducts! 
The above picture, starting at top-left-hand corner, shows natural water flow to Mono Lake being 
interrupted (dashed line) by LADWP “taking” water and sending it to the Lake Crowley incoming 

natural water flow.  Then, the flow from Crowley Lake continues down Owens River to the location 
between Big Pine and Lone Pine where the LA Aqueduct diverts the bulk of that water into their aq-

ueducts.   
 

This “taking” of water by LA from the refill water to Mono Lake has resulted in a second lawsuit 
regarding this same issue.  LA lost the first lawsuit a few years back and were forced to stop 

“taking” from Mono Lake.    LA tried to defy that first court decision but were caught.  This second 
lawsuit was filed in July, 2018, and has not yet come to conclusion. 

 
Remember, Folks, it is the fact that LA is “taking” our water which is why we have any prob-

lems with our own IWV aquifer refill!  We are NOT a “closed basin!” 
Our water “HAS ALWAYS” flowed down into our aquifer from the run-off all along our east-
ern Sierras for thousands, if not millions, of years BEFOR LADWP started taking our water 

into their original aqueduct back in 1913, expanding to two aqueducts now. 
 

We repeat this page which 
also appears in some of our 

 newsletters since  
2016. 

 
We cannot let our guard and 
our fight down until we fin-
ish the job of sending LA to 

desalination! 
 

NOTE:  LA is now propos-
ing adding desalination to 

their water intake but to also 
continue taking our water 
from the Owens Valley on 

South! 
 

NO, LA!  Shut down these 
aqueducts by which you 

steal our water!  Use your 
own Pacific Ocean water 

that is available directly on 
your western boarder! 

 
The infrastructure is already 

there.  Just switch the in-
coming flow! 
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On June 21, 2019, The U.S. Supreme Court Ruled That Property Owners May Sue in Federal Court 
Without Seeking a Just, Compensation Remedy in State Court First!   

 
Also remember that when we land owners sue through the CA State system, we pay twice!  Once for our 

own lawyers and a second time for the lawyers who are representing the State of California who are 
paid by our" TAX PAYERS’ $’s.  Bringing a  Class-Action Suit at the Federal Level should be negotiat-

ed for the lawyers’ payment to be by contingency so their payment is made from whatever settlement 
they win and we land owners are only forced to pay the CA Government legal costs with our CA tax $’s. 
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Please share this Newsletter with your friends and acquaintances.   
Also, you may add your replies and/or additional  

information for inclusion in our next edition...send to:  
 lorrysda@gmail.com  

Or snail mail to: Lorry Wagner, 8222 Athel, Inyokern, CA 93527 

lorrysda@gmail.com 
Telephone:  760-377-5579 

 
 You can download a copy of this and all previous newsletters to read or  print out for  additional 

copies which are available on our own webpage at the below link:  
http://www.sdarabians.com/CAWaterGovernmentInterference.html 

 

Below is  contact information for the editor of this newsletter and our own website..   

  
  

We are seeking Attorney Firms that will take on our fight with a Class-Action Law Suit 
against CA Government for breaking our CA State Constitution through Proposition 4 
(1979) which requires the CA Government to pay all costs for any of their mandated re-
quirements sent down to Counties, Cities, other entities, etc. plus the new U.S. Supreme 

Court changes to property-owners water rights. 
 

We also believe any competent legal firm will be able to add several more illegal  
actions by both our CA Government and their  

State Groundwater Sustainability Authority management to any law suit! 
 

We believe a Class Action Law Suit would be the proper path to take and as per the new 
provisions by the U.S. Supreme Court, any such law suit should be filed at the Federal 

legal level and moved on up to the 
 U.S. Supreme Court if necessary! 

 
Please contact the Attorney Firms in you area and get back to us. 

Contact from any legal firm is welcome...we will gladly answer all questions! 
 

We understand no action can be taken “UNTIL” we, the people can justify the facts that 
California’s breaking our CA Constitution has jeopardized/damaged, etc. we, who live here 

and have been hit by California’s unlawful actions. 
 

So far we, the people here in the IWV have just received “threats” of all this “charging 
us for our water.”  As soon as these “threats turn into reality,” we will move forward. 

 
However, across California all the other Business and Private Citizen lawsuits have been 
filed in California by California attorneys; i.e., total waste of time and $’s.  Those private 
citizens bringing law suits should have been encouraged to file Class Action.  Perhaps it 

is not too late for them if we can get word to them!  If our readers know of anyone in 
that situation, please share our information.  We have to STOP this intrusion by CA.! 
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